Properties of cerebello-precerebellar reverberating circuits.
Intracellular recordings were made from neurons of the red nucleus (RN) in cats where the cerebellar cortical effects were removed by chronic ablation of the intermediate part of the anterior lobe of the cerebellum. A prolonged depolarization could be elicited by stimulating the nucleus interpositus (IP) of the cerebellum, nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP) and the nucleus reticularis paramedianus (PMRN). This prolonged depolarization was abolished after cooling the inferior and middle cerebellar peduncles and persisted after ablation of the cerebral sensorimotor cortex. The prolonged depolarization was also recorded intracellularly from IP neurons. It was concluded that the prolonged depolarization set up in RN neurons is due to the repetitive discharges of IP neurons which produces tonic bombardment onto RN cells. The mechanisms of the repetitive discharges of IP neurons are considered to be due to impulse reverberation via the IP. The dynamic properties of the reverberating circuits were characterized by regenerative behavior. Above and below threshold, there were two states, the excited state where many constituent neurons were active, and the resting state where all neurons were inactive. It was found that cats with chronically stimulated cerebral peduncle (CP), and tested in an acute experiment, showed sometimes effective for inducing the prolonged depolarization and repetitive discharges of RN neurons by stimulation of IP. The prolonged depolarization thus produced could be reversibly abolished by cooling the middle and inferior cerebellar peduncles. The possible constituent neurons of the reverberating circuits were investigated in light of previous physiological investigations of stimulating the NRTP, PMRN, nucleus reticularis lateralis (LRN), nucleus olivaris inferior (IO) and recording EPSPs in RN cells. The RN cells receive axon reflex activation from NRTP and PMRN, and disynaptic excitation from NRTP, PMRN, LRN and IO. Based on these and other available data, the components of the cerebello-precerebellar reverberating circuits are discussed.